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The world's principal religions and spiritual traditions may be classified into a small number of major groups,
although this is by no means a uniform practice. This theory began in the 18th century with the goal of
recognizing the relative levels of civility in societies.
Major religious groups - Wikipedia
Religion may be defined as a cultural system of designated behaviors and practices, worldviews, texts,
sanctified places, prophecies, ethics, or organizations, that relates humanity to supernatural, transcendental,
or spiritual elements. However, there is no scholarly consensus over what precisely constitutes a religion.
Different religions may or may not contain various elements ranging from ...
Religion - Wikipedia
CULTURE AND RELIGION Indigenous Traditional Religions Introduction Australia has two distinct
Indigenous peoples: Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders.
Indigenous Traditional Religions - Global Dialogue
Religion, or at least religious inquiry, is something that nearly all humans share in common.In all corners of
the world and in all eras of history, people have wondered about the meaning of life, how to make the best of
it, what happens afterwards, and if there is anyone or anything "out there."
Just the facts on religions - ReligionFacts
Religions of the world Numbers of adherents of major religions, their geographical distribution, date founded,
and sacred texts. Number of adherents of world religions:
Religions of the world: numbers of adherents; growth rates
Muslims around the world agree that Islam is the one true faith that leads to salvation. Many Muslims also
say it is their religious duty to convert others to Islam.
Muslims Views on Interfaith Relations - pewforum.org
The fourth edition of Dungeons & Dragons introduced the concept of the Feyspires: cities that drift between
the Faerie Court of Thelanis and the material world.Legends say that the giants of Xenâ€™drik pillaged one
of these mystical cities, stealing its treasures and taking its people as slaves.
Keith Baker
Mythology is an integral part of religion. It is as necessary for religion and national culture as the skin and the
skeleton that preserve a fruit with its juice
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